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ABSTRACT

Since the past few years, the complexity and heterogeneity of digital crimes have increased exponentially, making digital evidence & digital forensics paramount for criminal investigation and civil litigation cases. Some of the routine digital forensic analysis tasks are cumbersome and can increase the number of pending cases, especially when there is a shortage of domain experts. While the work is simple, the sheer scale can be taxing. With the current scenarios and future predictions, crimes will only become more complex, and the precedent of collecting and examining digital evidence will only increase. In this research, we propose an ML-based Digital Forensics Software for Triage Analysis called Synthetic Forensic Omnituens (SynFO) that can automate evidence acquisition, extraction of relevant files, perform automated triage analysis and generate a basic report for the analyst. This research shows a promising future for automation with the help of Machine Learning.
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1. Introduction

With the availability of high-speed internet and larger data storage, the growth in the accessibility of internet and internet connected devices has increased exponentially in recent years. These interconnected devices have gained popularity due to their ability to enable users to connect, communicate and share information in various ways. Digital Forensics, a process of investigating crimes with the help of science and technology, is preferred by most investigating agencies worldwide. The only way to perform digital forensics investigation is through the use of some software/hardware tool, tasks including evidence acquisition, extraction of files, and analysis all require some digital forensics software [1]. The digital forensic process includes various steps ranging from evidence acquisition, imaging/copying storage media, analysing the copy of storage media, finding relevant artefacts, interpreting artefacts, creating a timeline of the incident, concluding an investigation based on the found artefacts and finally, preparing a report to be presented in front of the intended parties. It has been observed that the whole process is highly time consuming and requires many person-hours even with the availability of tools that can automate certain processes. Due to confidentiality and the sensitive nature of work, there is little room for errors which is also one factor that investigating agencies can only partially rely on automated tools.

Though these tools are designed to ease the majority of investigators’ tasks by automating known procedures, they still need to be capable of addressing many routine tasks like analysing hours of CCTV footage. These limitations cost valuable human hours as investigators need to watch or search multimedia files to find a clue related to the suspect or victim. With technological advancement and the discovery of modern techniques like Machine Learning, there is always scope to add value to the existing forensic investigation tools. This work focuses on the application of Machine Learning in improving the digital forensic process. It especially solves the problem
of volume and visually identifiable artefact detection in pictures and videos. We propose an ML based Digital Forensics Software that combines and automates the acquisition of digital evidence, extraction of relevant files (including but not limited to pictures), triage analysis of pictures through person of interest identification, and generation of reports with a single command. The upcoming part of the related work section plunges deep into CCTV. However, this paper’s or the software’s aim is wider than CCTV forensics. These studies are only meant to provide a road toward the importance of multimedia forensics within the digital forensics domain and how SynFO plays its role in contributing to multimedia forensics and its triage analysis capabilities.

One of the applications for these interconnected devices is the network of CCTV (Closed-Circuit Television), which has drastically changed the surveillance system. Further, the addition of cameras in smart/mobile phones has enabled users to capture and store photographs and videos from the phone itself. Due to their evidential value, the pictures taken by the users or footage captured by a public CCTV have become very important in investigating crimes [2]. As observed in recent studies, the majority of crimes today range from conventional crimes like murder, theft, accident, kidnap, and others to digital crimes like fake profile creation, forged digital documents and published abusive content. Others require investigation of either CCTV footage or multimedia files found from the suspect or victim’s device(s), like computers and smartphones [3].

The rest of the paper is structured with sections “Related Work” 2, which presents existing use cases of automation in digital forensics and how it impacts data retrieval, analysis, and data enrichment. The “Methodology” 3 section discusses the process and algorithm involved in developing this software, including programming languages and libraries used during the development phase. The methodology subsection “Automated PoI Identification” 3.4 discusses an empirical method that applies deep learning and computer vision algorithms, which are evaluated in the aforementioned test cases. The next section, “Presentation” 4 demonstrates the use of SynFO CLI software before moving forward with discussion in “Results and Discussions” 5 section. Post results discussion, this paper reviews “Limitations and Future Scope” 6, this study is wrapped up in the end with “Conclusion” 7 section.

2. Related Work

A review of existing studies suggests the use of artificial intelligence and machine learning has been experimented with by researchers worldwide in multiple scenarios, including but not limited to object detection, natural language processing, triage analysis, etc. The idea revolves around achieving automation to skip past physically taxing manual, labour-intensive tasks [4] by implementing machine learning or rule-based intelligence [5]. Some problems that can be addressed through machine learning and artificial intelligence algorithms include artefact classification [6], timeline reconstruction [7], artefact correlation [8], outlier detection [9], testing automated forensic analysis engines [10], and forged document detection [11]. The machine learning based digital forensics software developed in this study attempts to solve the last problem, detecting forged documents through face verification as one of the modules.

Document forgeries are not limited to just doctored images; another form of forgery involves face morphing. Automatic generation of morphs was achieved by utilizing Benford features calculated by quantized DCT coefficients of JPEG-compressed images. A linear Support Vector Machine is trained on Benford features and is used to detect morphed faces in images by [12] automatically. Face morphing is a common cybercrime; there are other methods for detecting morphed faces. One such method relies on continuous image degradation. This degradation approach creates multiple artificial self-references that eventually help classify faces in an image, as stated by [13]. A deep learning-based method also exists for forgery detection that uses pre-trained Convolutional
Neural Networks, which feeds a Support Vector Machine trained on RGB images’ hierarchical representations to help detect image forgeries [14].

Images have become one of the most mainstream methods of sharing ideas and communicating thoughts; the proliferation of image-sharing applications has made it easy for anyone to find a dataset of facial images, download them and utilise them for any use case. Therefore, it is essential to identify whether the given image is original or processed. These processes can be identified by a multi-class classification neural network that identifies whether an image has been processed and can classify the most common post-processing methods [15]. While image forgery detection is not one of the goals, existing studies suggest ruling out doctored images before sending them through Person of Interest identifiers can help against false positives.

Identifying a camera’s make and model can turn the tables during case examination. Images from different cameras can be sent through a multi-class SVM classifier based on extracted features that can help identify the camera. Authors [16] could achieve more than 95% accuracy with their database. This work can lead to ease in PoI (Person of Interest) identification by connecting images to the camera that they were shot. Moving forward with images and document forgery, a need to identify fake faces, facial morphs, and facial recognition, in general, has become paramount in forensic investigation. With the advancement in image processing, machine learning, and artificial intelligence, it is now easier to create realistic looking fake faces by employing Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) or skilled graphic designers. Research by [17] proposes a neural network that helps detect fake or generated images by humans or machines without resorting to metadata information. Similarly, a novel approach based on supervised deep learning can help classify original and retouched images. This helps detect retouched images with software, detect makeup in face images, and distinguish between original and modified images [18].

Some of the use cases where computer vision related algorithms can help in digital forensics include the detection of child pornography, child sexual abuse, and related crimes. Another research that focuses on features based on iris geometry helps automatically detect children in images. This approach proposes the Face to Iris Area Ratio (FIAR), which is based on the fact that iris size remains almost constant in childhood. The algorithm provides a robust method for identifying underage children in digital images [19]. A framework for testing different cameras for their video quality, forensic value, and scope for face recognition from the videos produced by CCTV cameras was proposed by [20]. The framework helps identify ideal camera resolution and distance for higher forensic value and face recognition accuracy. Similarly, a comprehensive comparative study on different AI algorithms was done by [21].

Much work has been carried out to improve automation in this niche field of digital forensics. Sometimes through rules and configuration and other times through machine learning and artificial intelligence implementation. However, the proposed solutions are mostly independent modules, and it may be a challenging task to integrate them with existing digital forensic tools. In this article, we offer a single tool with acquisition and analysis methodology that will help speed up a forensic investigation using state-of-the-art machine learning and computer vision algorithms along with some rule-based automation for data acquisition, file-type identification, and Person of Interest identification.

3. Methodology

Synthetic Forensic Omnituens (SynFO), is an ML based digital forensics software. The software is designed to automate and streamline forensic triage analysis by combining evidence disk image creation, integrity calculation, relevant artifact extraction, and Person of Interest (PoI) identification.
in a single command, hence saving many work hours which would be otherwise wasted by manually sifting through thousands of potentially unrelated images.

This section is responsible for answering two broad questions:

1. How was SynFO software developed?

2. How does SynFO software work?

**How was SynFO software developed?**

This work focused on developing an integrated utility based on open-source technologies. It was decided to use GoLang & Python for writing the software due to their unique features in solving different problems. GoLang [22] was selected for the systems programming part due to its simple learning curve, fast execution, and compilation speed that allows for writing efficient and reliable software. GoLang also has the smallest memory footprint, which is another added advantage. Further, GoLang’s concurrency model, fast runtime, and simplicity set it apart from other languages [23]. Python [24], on the other hand, was selected due to the plethora of available libraries for data science related tasks. Popular libraries like DLIB and face_recognition, along with the wide acceptability of Python in the community, made it an easy choice [25]. The final product was tested on Linux & Unix based platforms (Arch Linux & MacOS).

The design goal of the tool was to follow this algorithm:

1. Creates an image/copy of the acquired evidence (storage media)

2. Analyses the image created in the previous step to extract specific types of files based on the option set by the user (it can parse, reconstruct and recover files automatically)

3. Performs one of the following tasks based on the option selected:
   a. Automatic PoI Identification
   b. Store extracted files from the disk image

4. Generates results

**How does SynFO software work?**

To answer this question, this section explains how the proposed tool SynFO works at different stages of the digital forensics process, namely acquisition, extraction, and automated person of interest identification.

### 3.1. Acquisition

The first step of the tool SynFO is to create a disk image of the storage device under investigation. This disk image is created by copying all the data from the device file of the connected storage media in question. This device file is usually located in /dev/ directory in Linux/Unix based machines. A storage device in question is unmounted before the copy process begins to avoid accidental writes on the device. SynFO reads raw bytes from the source device file and creates a bit-stream copy of the same. The default buffer size is set to 10240 bytes, but that can be changed via command line flags. After the bit-stream copy, a single image file is written on the disk. This entire imaging process is timed, and an elapsed time is presented in a human readable format, so the time for imaging can be documented. As the standard procedure requires, the software calculates MD5 and SHA256 hashes. These hashes help maintain the integrity of the evidence through the investigation process. To begin the process, the investigator can connect the device and run the SynFO through the command line. The following section explores the second step in the SynFO process.
3.2. Extraction

The second step of SynFO is to extract all the relevant files from the disk image/copy of the source device created in the previous step. This process is done by mounting the disk image in read-only mode and then walking the file system tree. Each file in the entire filesystem is opened in read-only mode to check if their magic numbers (file signature) match a certain criterion. The current version of SynFO provides support to find pictures, audio, video, and archive files.

File in-file embedding, including but not limited to picture files in Word documents, has also been considered for picture files to improve the fidelity of the data extraction phase. SynFO can extract PNG, JPG/JPEG, and GIF picture files by detecting their presence in other files. Table 1 represents all the supported file types from which SynFO can extract picture files, including the method used to extract the files. All the extraction methods are mentioned below in the table.

Table 1. List of supported file formats from different sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source File</th>
<th>Extraction Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DD</td>
<td>Header/Footer Carving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>Header/Footer Carving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOG</td>
<td>Header/Footer Carving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCAP</td>
<td>Header/Footer Carving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPT</td>
<td>Zip Extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPTX</td>
<td>Zip Extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC</td>
<td>Zip Extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOCX</td>
<td>Zip Extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLS</td>
<td>Zip Extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLSX</td>
<td>Zip Extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODT</td>
<td>Zip Extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODP</td>
<td>Zip Extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODF</td>
<td>Zip Extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>PDF Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPUB</td>
<td>EPUB Reading</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. File in File Extraction

Table 1 shows all the methods SynFO employs to extract picture files from other files. This subsection further explains how those extraction methods work. Starting with Header/Footer carving, SynFO uses the classic header/footer file signature matching technique to carve out embedded picture files from other files. This method leverages the fact that every (supported) picture file has a unique set of bytes at the beginning and the end to help identify that file even if it’s not indexed anywhere. The same method is employed by many existing file carving software, but a study by [26] dives deeper into file carving. To extract files from office documents like MS Word [27], MS Excel [28], Apple Pages [29], Apple Numbers [30], LibreOffice Writer [31], and others, as mentioned in Table 1, using Zip Extraction, the algorithm exploits one common feature used by all those document processors, this feature is to use zip archives as their document files. These archived document files contain a common directory containing all the media content. SynFO walks through the directories to find media content to extract all the embedded pictures from the documents. All the embedded picture files are verified using their magic bytes (signature) to avoid false positives. And last but not least, SynFO relies on [32], a third-party open-source library, to enable PDF/EPUB Reading and thus extract picture files from those document files.
3.4. Automated PoI Identification

One of the objectives of the work is to apply an ML technique for the automated identification of persons of interest. SynFO uses dlib and face_recognition libraries that help develop face verification, detection, and recognition related software. The face_recognition library provides a high-level application interface that interacts with the underlying dlib [33] library that was written in C++, this face_recognition [34] library can make use of either Histogram of Gradients or Convolutional Neural Networks to detect faces in an image. After face detection, face landmarks are calculated and presented in a 128-dimension feature space. These landmarks are then used to compare to other faces to verify whether two faces match or not. The script in use here leverages these libraries to provide the following functionalities:

1. One to One Matching
2. One to Many Matching
3. Many to One Matching
4. Many to Many Matching

Provided two datasets of images, one consisting of the collection of images extracted in the previous step (unknown images) and the other one of the POI images (known), the software will try to find the number of faces in each instance. The result could either be 0, 1, or many. In either case, the software will match every face from an unknown set of images with every image of a known set of images. The libraries that are being used currently claim 99.38% accuracy on the LFW dataset. All the poi identification script results are written into a text file for easy referencing and documentation.

4. Presentation

This section presents the utility of SynFO software by explaining how an end user can use the tool on their machine through examples.

SynFO is a command line utility that works on Linux/Unix based machines. This CLI tool keeps the command simple by minimizing the number of options and flags a user needs to use to complete their task. All the flags and options are documented within the CLI tool and can be accessed using the -h (help) flag. Following are some command examples:

1. File Extraction

   ```
   synfo_v1 ext -src <path_to_device_file> -dst <path_to_evidence_file> [-ft] [-bs]
   ```

   - `ext` command is used to indicate to SynFO that only extraction of files should be done. All the extracted files are stored in their respective directories by the name of the file type selected; these directories are created in the exact location where the disk image/evidence file is saved.
   - `-src` flag expects a device file, a device file is usually found under the directory /dev/ in Linux/Unix based machines.
   - `-dst` flag expects the path where the disk image must be saved.
   - `-ft` is an optional flag used to specify the type of files that must be extracted; by default, it extracts pictures. Possible options for this flag [image | audio | video | archive].
   - `-bs` is an optional flag that is used to specify the batch size to be used during disk imaging.
Command run examples:

```
synfo_v1 ext -src /dev/sdb -dst /home/user1/backup/image1.dd
synfo_v1 ext -src /dev/sdb -dst /home/user1/backup/image1.dd -ft audio
```

2. Automated PoI Identification:

```
synfo_v1 apd -src <path_to_device_file> -dst <path_to_evidence_file>
-poi <path_to_known_images> [-model] [-bs]
```

`apd` command is used to indicate SynFO that it must perform Automated PoI identification after extracting all the images from the source. All the extracted images are stored in the images directory, this directory is created in the same location where the disk image/evidence file is saved.

`-poi` expects the path of a directory where a few pictures of the person of interest are stored so they can be matched with the pictures extracted/found from the disk image, extracted images are saved in the images folder, images folder is created in the same location as the disk image.

`-src` flag expects a device file, a device file is usually found under the directory `/dev/` in Linux/Unix based machines.

`-dst` flag expects the path where the disk image must be saved.

`-bs` is an optional flag that is used to specify batch size to be used during disk imaging.

`-model` is an optional flag that lets the user select the ML model to detect faces in the pictures. Possible values for this flag are hog or cnn. hog is faster but less accurate, cnn is slower but has higher accuracy.

Command run examples

```
synfo_v1 apd -src /dev/sdb -dst /home/user1/backup/image1.dd
synfo_v1 apd -src /dev/sdb -dst /home/user1/backup/image1.dd -model cnn
```

5. Results and Discussion

This section answers two more important questions:

1. How was SynFO software tested?

2. What were the results post testing?

**How was SynFO software tested?**

The performance and accuracy of the software was tested with the help of 2 different scenarios with the 16 GB SD Card and 32 GB USB Drive as the evidence. Both the evidence devices were populated with various files based on the scenario, and some of the files were deleted before using the evidence for testing. Experimental results suggest that faces of people can be identified in various scenarios, including pictures where multiple faces are captured in a single image. Pictures with different environmental conditions like street-lamp light at night, rain, day time, night time and pictures that contain faces of different skin color. Pictures from different devices like mobile phone cameras, laptop webcam, and professional cameras were also considered during experimentation.

**What were the results post testing?**

A snapshot of these experiments is explained below. Table 2 explains the different cameras and...
scenarios on which this algorithm was tested. Results are discussed in detail with results of specific experiments, supporting input data, and recorded resultant values through case-based fake scenarios.

Table 2. Performance of SynFO in different scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Camera</th>
<th>Multi Face</th>
<th>Detection</th>
<th>Verification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Standard DSLR</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Honor 9N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>Standard DSLR</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoors</td>
<td>Standard DSLR</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night</td>
<td>iPhone</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night Rain</td>
<td>Honor 9N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The image of the person of interest in both the scenarios is kept the same and has been shown below in Figure 1.

Case 1
Apply facial recognition using SynFO by extracting only image files from both the evidence (16 GB and 32 GB). The performance of the proposed utility SynFo and a couple of images matched with the PoI are shown in Table 3, Figure 2, and Figure 3, respectively.

Table 3. Shows time taken for Case 1 (hh:mm:ss)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Imaging Time</th>
<th>Extraction Time</th>
<th>PoII Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SD Card</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
<td>00:22:22</td>
<td>00:01:22</td>
<td>00:00:54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB Drive</td>
<td>32 GB</td>
<td>00:40:23</td>
<td>00:02:40</td>
<td>00:01:54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Case 2
In the second scenario, the test for SynFO is to detect the image files embedded in containers like docx, pdf, etc. Face recognition was successful in this case also, as we could find images matching the face of the person of interest from the embedded files. The performance of the proposed utility
SynFo, the document containing the image matched with the PoI, and the image itself are shown in Table 4, Figures 4, and 5, respectively.

Table 4. Shows time taken for Case 2 (hh:mm:ss)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Imaging Time</th>
<th>Extraction Time</th>
<th>PoI Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SD Card</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
<td>00:22:23</td>
<td>00:02:52</td>
<td>00:02:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB Drive</td>
<td>32 GB</td>
<td>00:40:39</td>
<td>00:02:56</td>
<td>00:03:03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Limitations and Future Scope

This section further explores the discussion side of our experimental results by diving into the limitations that can be addressed with further research work in this niche. The proposed solution can only process Linux/Unix based operating systems. It has been tested on MacOS Catalina and Arch Linux. Future work will include support for other operating systems like Windows OS. Embedded image extraction may not work with documents created using MS Office 2019 or MS...
Office 365 due to the change in how embedded pictures are stored in the newer version documents. Future research work can consider these points and look into the differences between how different versions of MS Office applications save/embed media elements like pictures and videos. Automated image carver only supports PNG, JPG/JPEG, and GIF images; this can be extended by adding header and footer signatures of other image formats.

Further, more extensions can be added by identifying and using header and footer signatures of other file formats, including but not limited to video files and audio files. The automated person of interest verification module uses a library tested on the LFW dataset with over 97% accuracy. However, experimental results explain that in some real-world use cases where pictures of people with and without facial hair, severe light conditions or heavy rain may lead to false positives. Future research work with a larger data set and other competing algorithms can help improve automated PoI identification.

7. Conclusion

The outcome of the work discussed in this article is a command-line ML-based utility that automates acquisition, relevant file extraction, face recognition, and basic reporting tasks to improve investigation speed. The results are highly impressive and can change how face recognition is done manually. This will reduce work hours in manually extracting and checking thousands or even lakhs of images and provide a reliable and accurate mechanism for investigators for these redundant and time-consuming tasks. The work can be extended to increase the scope of container files and recognition of objects in addition to faces. The proposed software will help speed up the investigation of crimes at a larger scale and thus help investigators focus on more complex cases.
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